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Dear readers, 
How is mobility developing in major urban centers? What are the demands of e-mo-
bility? What does it mean for machines and automation systems if batch sizes are de-
creasing while demands on workpieces are increasing? 

The future always brings up questions. However, we are experiencing a paradigm shift 
right now in mechanical engineering – away from specialization towards the connect-
ed work of many departments. Since otherwise, we cannot meet these changes –  
building an excellent machine using excellent tools is no longer enough. That machine 
must operate as part of a network, indicate its maintenance requirements, assume its 
space in an automated production system and communicate with that system. For 
automation systems, this applies even more. Smaller batch sizes mean a variety of dif-
ferent part types. The goal is to handle them intelligently. 

In this brochure, not only do we want to introduce you to some exemplary solutions 
from real life, we also want to take the meta-level into consideration. How is the in-
dustrial production horizon changing, and what can customers of Liebherr-Verzahn-
technik GmbH expect? We cannot answer all questions just yet, but we are well on 
our way. Come with us – and bring your questions, ideas, problems, and thoughts on 
solutions. Allow yourself to be inspired by this brochure and talk to us. We can de-
sign the future together.

Michael Schuster, Dr. Christian Lang, Michael Messer and Dr. Hans Gronbach,  
the Managing Directors of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH 

The Managing Directors of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH (from left to right): Michael Schuster, Dr. Christian Lang, Michael Messer 

and Dr. Hans Gronbach
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What does the future of mobility look like? Is e-mobility gaining wide market coverage? Is the infrastructure in the cities also chang-

ing, are people moving away from using their own cars towards carsharing models? Many questions, but the only clear answer seems 

to be this: The combustion engine will lose its monopoly. The magazine of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH spoke to Dr. Christian  

Lang, Managing Director Sales / Marketing, and Dr. Hans Gronbach, Managing Director Development and Design, about future  

visions, opportunities, and risks – because the changes in mobility have consequences for the business model of Liebherr- 

Verzahntechnik GmbH. 

Interview
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“We are prepared for the challenges of the future”
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China set a quota for electric cars, Volvo has already said 
goodbye to the combustion engine from a strategic point 
of view. What does this mean for Liebherr?
Dr. Christian Lang: We are facing a change, whose pace 
is difficult to predict at the current time. E-mobility needs 
an infrastructure that is not yet available in many countries.  
On the other hand, we are already seeing great political 
pressure in China, where the change is being actively pur-
sued. Ultimately all our areas and regions will have to face 
the change.

Dr. Hans Gronbach: This development makes our market 
more competitive and demanding. Our business is 50 per-
cent triggered by the automotive industry, hence why we are 
closely monitoring the market and adapting our products 
and processes. 

What specific consequences can already be forecasted 
for the gear industry?
Dr. Lang: The number of cars will continue to grow, but al-
ternative drive systems will dominate the growth, whereas 
combustion engines will decrease – in cars. Especially in this 
area the drivetrains are a distinguishing feature of the man-
ufacturers, in which considerable development is invested. 
A hybrid vehicle also needs a gearbox, in the case of an all-
wheel drive also front and rear – but with fewer gears. How-
ever, they have to be extremely high-quality because silent 
and clean gears are becoming more and more important. 
This is why Liebherr is focusing on the further development 
of hard finishing of gears.

Dr. Gronbach: The market needs machines for high sur-
face qualities, maximum precision, good concentricity 
properties, and perfect tooth flank geometries. Particularly 
the microgeometry for the ideal mesh under load is becom-
ing increasingly important as it can be designed for and 
dampen natural frequencies of the drivetrain. Asymmetrical 
toothed gears and their topographies are particularly inter-
esting for electric motors because they have a preferred 
running direction. We have already been able to present 
innovative production solutions for both aspects in recent 
years.

Liebherr is well-known for innovative technologies and 
first-class quality. Does this mean you have a compet-
itive edge?
Dr. Gronbach: Liebherr gear cutting machines offer a large 
range of topological possibilities and thus real added-value 
for the customer. With our machines the customer achieves 
demonstrable advantages such as quieter and more efficient 
running as well as a longer service life of the gearbox. New 
business relationships with completely new partners are also 
currently being established in China for ultra-fine machining 
with grinding and polishing.

Let’s take a look at the second business segment, au-
tomation. Are you expecting similar pioneering develop-
ments here?  
Dr. Lang: At the moment our main lines of business in auto-
mation are cylinder heads/blocks and crank shafts. Here we 
are seeing a clear trend towards downsizing among the com-
bustion engines, which is also of course due to the smaller 
motors for hybrid drives. With e-mobility we also have lower 
quantities. We are dealing with this through increased flexi-
bility. Different engine types and sizes are already being pro-
duced on one line, which demands a wide range of functions 
from automation.

Are you also expanding the range for this purpose?
Dr. Lang: Yes, we are integrating an increasing number 
of robot skills in our gantries. On the one hand, this is im-
portant for upstream and downstream work, on the other 
hand, the integration of robot and gantry systems also offers 
completely new possibilities for workpiece and tool handling. 
Also in automation the market is becoming more and more 
fast-paced and constantly demands new solutions. We are 
already considering, for example, autonomous and no-rail 
vehicles in intralogistics. This offers unlimited flexibility and 
we will follow this trend and develop solutions. Our product 
range is continually broadening. Liebherr is currently the only 
provider with a product portfolio which ranges from convey-
or and storage systems, robot systems, to circular storage 
systems for one to two machining centers through to the 
individual, linear pallet handling system for any number of 
machines. We would like to find the optimal process solution 
for every customer.

If we look at these complex requirements, what signifi-
cance has digitalization here?
Dr. Gronbach: Complexity requires competence in solving 
problems. Digitalized processes and procedures help here. The 
more networked production is, the more important an accu-
rate calculation is in order to achieve the desired cycle times 

“We would like to 
find the optimal  
process solution  
for every customer.”
Dr. Christian Lang, Managing Director  
Sales / Marketing
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and qualities. The “digital twin”, which connects the real and 
virtual world, is becoming increasingly important as a basis for 
planning, design, and commissioning. For a production system 
control systems and communication are now just as important 
as the quality of the individual machines. System engineering is 
therefore the current buzzword.

What does this mean for the employees? The require-
ments seem to change considerably. Is the classic me-
chanical engineer still your main target group?
Dr. Lang: Mechanical engineers are part of the target group. 
But the following applies to the entire industry: Our key technol-
ogies are multiplying and we need experts who want to work 
in a networked and interdisciplinary environment. Of course, 
we still need mechanical engineers. But also system analysts, 
programmers, mathematicians, experts on sensors and visu-
alization – and naturally sales representatives who understand 
the ever complex technologies and can advise our customers. 
At Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH young people find an inno-
vative environment with high future potential. In a time of skills 
shortage we have to position ourselves clearer as a high-tech 
employer. The message must read: Come to Liebherr if you 
want to help shape the future. We are living in a time of change 
that unsettles many. But it is also extremely exciting and offers 
many opportunities for people with ideas and the ability to think 

in systems. We are looking for employees who want to devel-
op and move things forward – together in a team. This is very 
important.

Dr. Gronbach: Mechanical engineering is transforming into 
smart engineering. Our people must work with each other and 
exchange information and ideas across many disciplines and 
get along with each other so that we can provide high-end 
products. We are also working on a change of image. In our 
affiliated company Aerospace young engineers immediately 
think of high-tech and future technologies. This applies equally 
to gears and automation systems. We are working in a high-
tech field.

IT
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Comprehensive update for gear grinding machine 

Compact, rigid, and stable in temperature: The gear grinding 
machine LGG 280 is ideal for machining high-quality compo-
nents in various lot sizes, especially in the automotive sector. 
Different grinding heads make an almost unattainable number 
of technological applications possible such as generating grind-
ing and profile grinding with dressable or CBN cutting materi-
als, as well as internal grinding with corundum disk or multi-rip 
CBN grinding disc set. It is characterized by its high component 
flexibility as it is suitable for all shafts and wheels in the automo-
tive transmission world. As it is compatible with different grind-
ing heads, it offers many options. The grinding spindle power 

of 35 KW guarantees the highest rate of metal removal with the 
use of the latest 3M Cubitron II specifications. Common worm 
diameters with 275 millimeters can be used. With the use of 
the 320 millimeters worms tool costs can be substantially re-
duced per workpiece.  

New functions
With the On-Board Inspection function workpieces can be in-
spected in the machine. This paves the way for new closed loop 
functions in the future, with which targeted machine corrections 
can be deduced, which are suggested to the operator for con-

With the update of the LGG 280, Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH presents a tried-and-tested generating grinding  
machine, which offers ergonomic improvements and diverse automation options. The LGG 280 with a palletizing cell 
will be showcased at AMB in Stuttgart. It was developed after numerous customer requests for the machine integra-
tion in an existing cage logistics. 
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Highlights of the LGG 280
• Several technologies combined in one machine
•  Grinding of internal and external gearing
•  Grinding wheels made from dressable corundum or  

CBN without the need to be dressed
•  Line dressing for rapid prototyping
•  Generating and profile grinding without attachment  

of an adapter spindle
•  Polish grinding for maximum surface finishes
•  Fine grinding with two-piece grinding worms for  

roughing and finishing 

firmation. The new machine design focuses on ergonomics so 
that the process can be viewed considerably better through the 
large inspection window.

Whether it is external or internal gearing, profile or generating 
grinding, corundum or CBN disks, the LGG 280 masters all va-
rieties of gear grinding. This versatility is particularly easy in the 
handling, as no modification to an adapter spindle is required 
when changing from generating to profile grinding. In addition, 
small galvanic CBN grinding wheels can be used for machining 
colliding gears without an adapter spindle.

A turnkey system thanks to automation
In the exhibition version the LGG 280 is equipped with a func-
tion and palletizing cell that contains integrated workpiece de-
tection and position monitoring. NOK components or SPC parts 
defined for the manual removal of components are automatical-
ly discharged via the NOK / SPC drawer. About a pre-cleaning 
station and a spinner, the workpieces are directly in the machine 
after the wet processing still cleaned of coolant. No wet or drip-
ping components have to be moved in the function cell or by the 
handling gripper. “In this exemplary version we offer the basis 
for a turnkey system in which our system competence for ma-
chines and automation is applied”, explains Oliver Kraft, Head of 
Development and Design of Gear Cutting Machines at Liebherr. 

A complete milling center comprises the machine, a storage 
unit, a conveyor system (robot), and additional functions such as 
cleaning, measurement, labeling, or other functional modules. 
“We can put this together flexibly for every customer for one 
or several machines according to the individual requirements”, 
explains the system expert. “The cage logistics showcased at 
AMB is just one of many options.”

Gear Technology

Pick-and-place /Robot Workpiece Storage Machine Functional ModulesSPC Station
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For long shafts: LGG 400 M
Based on the proven LGG 280 generating grinding machine, Liebherr is presenting the larger LGG 400 M model at 
IMTS in Chicago.
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The LGG 400 M has been developed with 
an eye towards aerospace and job shop 
customers. It fits into the same footprint 
as its little sister, the LGG 280, but has 
grown in height. With a different housing 
and a column extension, it is perfect for 
machining long shafts because the trav-
el of the main and counter column has 
been extended. 

“Our users can utilize a variety of grind-
ing heads for internal and external gears,” 
says Oliver Kraft, Manager Development 

and Design of Gear Cutting Machines. 
“They can perform generating grinding 
with high productivity on workpieces 
up to 280 millimeter in diameter or pro-
file grinding on even larger components 
up to 400 millimeters. This means even 
greater flexibility then its sister machine.” 

Ideal for long shafts
The concept came about from the re-
quirements of the market. Long shafts 
with small diameters have come into de-
mand, required by customers in the aero-

space and job shop industries – often 
for short runs. Liebherr offers an optional 
crane for optimal handling of large parts. 
“We have ergonomically adapted the ma-
chines overall,” Kraft explains. “Due to 
the height, we have incorporated fold-
out stair steps so workers are better able 
to reach the working area. Large view-
ing windows provide the operator with 
the best possible overview of the work-
ing area and the process.”
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Highlights
The technical highlights include a newly developed swivel-out 
and swivel-in measuring sensor, which makes on-board inspec-
tion possible. As with all Liebherr products, the quality of the ma-
chine and the workpieces, the customer can machine, take cen-
ter stage. The LGG 400 M can implement various profile and lead 
modifications, allowing gears and shafts to be consistently ground 
with optimized microgeometry and noise characteristics. The  
machine features software options for twist-free (TF) gear grind-
ing as well as twist-free and deviation-free gear grinding (De-
viation Free Topological, DFT). An end relief (GER) and noise 
excitation optimized modification (NEO) is also available for gen-
erating grinding.

The LGG 400 M 2018 is being unveiled at IMTS in the United 
States and at JIMTOF in Japan.



LS 400 EM: Highest quality 
now also available for larger workpieces
The LS 400 E gear shaping machine with electronic shaping head has been designed for machining and manually 
loading workpieces with a workpiece diameter of up to 400 mm. With the new development, Liebherr is emphasizing 
its consistent customer focus. 

The desire of several customers in North America to expand 
the highly successful LS 180 E to accommodate larger work-
piece diameters was the motivation for the new development. 
The subsequently developed LS 400 EM with its optimized ma-
chine table offers all imaginable gear corrections for larger work-
pieces. In addition, it has been designed for manual loading of 
the workpieces to the machine table and meets all requirements 
for flexible manufacturing. 

Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH will present the new LS 400 
EM for the first time at IMTS in September 2018. In addition, an 
auto mation cell developed by Liebherr in the United States will 

be introduced. It will enable automated production during mini-
mally staffed shifts, thereby increasing system utilization. 

Electronic helical guide possible
The LS 400 EM offers great flexibility thanks to the electronic 
cutter head. “Using this electronic helical guide, multiple gear-
ings with different helix angles can be machined with a sin-
gle clamping fixture. “Complicated procurement procedure and 
time-consuming changeovers of the mechanical helical guides 
are no longer necessary,” emphasizes Thomas Breith, Head 
of Product Management at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH. 
Another advantage is that lead modifications, such as taper 

The new LS 400 EM is equipped with a robot cell at IMTS.
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and symmetrical and asymmetrical helix 
crowning, can be manufactured thanks 
to a simple input of the target data into 
the control system. The machine con-
trol panel takes over the calculations.  
After measurement, there is the option of 
a correction with micrometer-precision. 
Set-up times are very short thanks to the 
movable design of the cutter head slide 
and the electronic helical guide.

Like its smaller sister, the LS 400 EM 
is suitable for the production of proto-
types as well as small to medium se-
rial production. Other users might be 
job shops or spare parts manufactur-
ers. At only 11.65 square meters, the LS 
400 EM has a small footprint and is also 
suitable for smaller production facilities. 
“The LS 400 EM is excellently suited to 
customers who want to produce small 
to medium batch sizes and workpieces 
up to a max. of 400 millimeters in diam-
eter and who also require the freedom of 
flexibility,” summarizes Breith.

Robots as automation solutions
With the robot system exhibited at IMTS, 
users can utilize the machine both in 
manual and in automated operation for 
minimally staffed shifts. The robot cell is 
well-suited for handling a wide variety of 
workpieces. Additional stations such as 
SCP or NOK drawers, measurement and 
cleaning can be integrated without prob-
lems. Alongside the modular structure of 
the robot cell, the compact size – making 
for quick installation – and delivery times 
that are short in terms of standard cells 
are further key advantages.

Internal and external gears can be shaped in one clamping set-up.

Internal gears are possible up to module 5 mm. 
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Hobbing and chamfering: Perfectly integrated

The standard LC 280 α version was presented in the Liebherr 
2017/ 2018 magazine. This entry-level hobbing machine is ide-
ally suited for made-to-order gear manufacturers. The LC 280 
DC, with an integrated ChamferCut unit, is the perfect sister 
machine to take up the banner for series production and cus-
tomers in the automotive industry. The new model features  

ergonomic and technical improvements, especially for the ex-
tensive optimization of the ChamferCut unit. Large doors with-
out a central column makes it much easier for users to access 
the working area of the ChamferCut station. The optimized ma-
chine bed provides for even better chip removal, especially for 
fine ChamferCut chips. 

After an upgrade, the universal LC 280 DC gear hobbing machine shines with improved operating comfort and technical 
refinements.

The big advantage is simultaneous hobbing and chamfering.
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As a universal machine, the LC 280 DC offers an extensive 
options package. This includes:  

• Gearbox drive or direct drive for the table
• Clamping fixture quick change
• Hob head variants with gearbox drive or direct drive
• Configurable coordinated table speeds
• Meshing device
• Various components can be provided custom-made
• Tried-and-tested deburring devices in the working area 
• The advanced second generation of the ChamferCut unit
• Chip conveyor matched to the machining process

“We have completely revised the LC 280 DC and have strongly  
improved all of the critical details,” emphasizes Oliver Winkel, 
Head of Technology Application. “New software features in-
creased ease of use and are simple for the operator to learn. 
This machine enables users to efficiently produce all complex 

components, from small workpiece diameters – commonplace 
for automotive input shafts – to large final drive gears. This ma-
chine is right at home in the automotive industry. Universal and 
fast.”
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It depends on the specific component: It determines the most appropriate technology to be used. The magazine  
mentions the limits of the respective applications.

“A very important factor in the decision for or against skiving 
is the geometry of the workpiece”, states Dr.-Ing. Oliver Winkel, 
Head of Technology Applications at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik 
GmbH, describing the first distinction. “Skiving is not possible 
in the case of a very limited tool overrun. We need a bigger tool 
overrun travel through the crossed axis angle. These workpiec-
es can only be shaped.”

High lot size and achievable quality speak in favor of 
skiving
The lot size and the required quality determine if a workpiece is 
suitable for skiving or shaping. Skiving has two advantages: It 
is much faster (roughly by a factor of three) and therefore more 
economical for large quantities. Surface and pitch quality are 
also significantly higher with the cutting process. “With skiving 

Skiving or shaping?
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we achieve a better Rz-value, which describes the roughness of 
the surface”, highlights Oliver Winkel. Also the pitch is generally 
more uniform as tool deviations are more reflected in the gear 
after shaping. The quality of the tool plays a key role.  

Versatility and cost take priority: Shaping!
In contrast, if lead quality is more important, shaping is better 
suited because tool errors – in contrast to gear skiving – have no 

influence on the attainable quality. On top of this, the shaper cut-
ter costs less and can be used much more flexibly. “The number 
of different workpieces and their lot size give a clear indication”, 
summarizes Dr. Andreas Mehr, responsible for the gear shaping 
technology application. “Small changes to the workpieces can 
have big impacts in the choice of the right technology. An exam-
ple would be a change of material. In the case of high-strength 
materials over 1.100 megapascals shaping is currently more es-
tablished, but gear skiving is catching up.” 

Oliver Winkel reckons that more parts will be skived when possi-
ble (with the hard skiving option). But shaping has an advantage 
for smaller lot sizes and/or more complex parts. “Both technolo-
gies have their economic benefits. If in doubt users should con-
tact the experts at Liebherr. We can determine the best process 
for each workpiece with certainty.” 
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With integrated skiving cutter control, Liebherr is increasing productivity and reducing user errors during gear skiving.

Liebherr is pursuing a comprehensive approach to gear skiv-
ing and is your one-stop shop for both machine tools and pro-
cess design for manufacturing technology. “In order to take the 
heat off of the operator, significantly simplify the process and 
increase sought-after precision, it will now be possible to de-
termine the current status of the tools we deliver directly in the 
working area,” says Dr. Benjamin Hussmann, Coordinator of  
Development for Skiving Cutter Measurement. By using one 
of the measuring probes integrated into the machine, it is now 
possible to automatically record the height and outside diam-
eter of the skiving cutter, after each tool change so that the re-
grind status is fully known. Additionally, calculating the rake an-
gle and the rake face slope angle is possible so that they can 
be directly incorporated in the NC program. “Until now, these 
values usually had to be measured manually, which was both 
time-consuming and prone to error,” says Hussmann.

The measuring apparatus will not diminish the machine’s flexi-
bility during this process. It is mounted on a motorized arm that 
swings in for the measurement so that it does not get in the way 
during machining. Because it automatically moves back to the 
side after measurement, direct impact from cooling lubricant 
and chips is minimized.

The established regrinding parameters are displayed on the user 
interface of the LHGearTec control system immediately after the 
measurement. There, the tool is visualized as a 3-D model for 
inspection along with the holder and all cutting edges.

This convenient user interface function completes Liebherr- 
Verzahntechnik GmbH’s comprehensive Skiving³ package.

Liebherr Skiving3: Now with integrated tool control
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Digitalization is only useful when taking a comprehensive look at machinery. Using a converter, data for older Liebherr 
gear cutting machines can also be imported in GDE (Gear Data Exchange) format.

While digital data import has already 
been integrated into new gear cutting 
machines with LHGearTec (see Liebherr 
Magazine 2017/ 2018), older machines 
have not yet been successfully integrat-
ed into a digitalization solution. “Though 
our machines have a very long lifecycle, 
we always keep an eye on the so-called 
existing brownfield machines,” explains 
Florian Schuon, Head of Preliminary  
Development / Industry 4.0 at Liebherr- 
Verzahntechnik GmbH. “The converter 
developed by us enables digital integra-
tion of these machines with little effort.”

New gear cutting machines with LH-
GearTec can read-in tool data sheets in 
accordance with DIN 4000-141 to ensure 
that the operator can display and check 
the tool on the screen without manual 
data input. Using graphic support, this 
person can prevent errors immediately 
and it is no longer possible to manual-
ly enter incorrect information. Depending 
on the customer’s philosophy and net-
work architecture, the results of the mea-
surement machines can also be retrieved 
in GDE format and imported back to the 
machines using this method (closed loop 
principle).

For machines with the LHGearTec inter-
face, Liebherr uses the GDE (Gear Data 
Exchange) format to import the geometric 
data. However, older existing machines 
with an LH90 interface do not include 
this data import for GDE. In order to dig-
itally integrate these machines effective-
ly, the converter transforms the GDE files 
to WTC files that can be read by LH90 
(W: Workpiece; T: Tool; C:Clamping) and 
vice versa. As a result, the work required 
for digital integration of older models is 
relatively little. For example, the convert-

er can be run on a computer in the work 
preparation or directly on the computer 
for the machine.
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Modern control systems offer a variety of proprietary interfaces for integration in Industry 4.0 solutions. Liebherr has set 
out the task for standardizing these interfaces and providing valuable information in place of raw data.

As a co-initiator of the “Connectivity for Industry 4.0 (“ConI4.0”), 
Liebherr collaborates with other members of the German Machine 
Tool Builders’ Association (VDW) to standardize the connection 
of machines into on-premises networks and cloud systems.  
Liebherr already provides data acquisition mechanisms based 
on renowned standard protocols in place of proprietary control 
interfaces. In addition to the Profinet/Profibus connection that 
is typical at the fieldbus level, this also includes transmission via 
OPC Connect and MT Connect. 

There is a strict separation between the transmission path and 
the information. Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH provides var-
ious data profiles that are chosen regardless of the selected 
transmission path. Transmission signals such as the indicator 

lamp, alarm number, remaining time display and feed override 
are included in the basic version. The “Production” option pro-
vides additional information that is critical to production optimi-
zation, such as information on item counters or maintenance  
intervals. Using the other “Process” profile, the axis movements, 
spindle torque, NC sets and much more can be digitally record-
ed in order to be able to log and optimize the procedures for 
processing individual workpieces. 

Evaluation instead of collection
Machines generate large quantities of raw data. While some 
solution providers recommend initial collection of this uninter-
preted data for subsequent analyses (as a part of big data),  
Liebherr is working on information processing methods. People 

Information instead of data

Data Profiles

Basic

Monitoring

• Signal light
• Alarm number
• Part counter
• Feed override
• …

Interface

Applications

Production optimization

• Program status 
• Operating hours
• Parts per shift counter
• Maintenance intervals 
• …

Production

Process optimization

• Axis movement 
• Spindle power
• NC commands 
• Energy analysis 
• …

Process

Individual information

• …

Custom

OPC UA 

LH Machine Info

MT Connect

LH Logic Editor

Profibus / Profinet

Customer Solutions (MES)

Customized 
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also play a decisive role here. “Simply displaying the production 
status does not do much for universal machines if it is not known 
what the machine user has done,” explains Peter Pruschek, 
Head of Electrical and Control Development at Liebherr-Ver-
zahntechnik GmbH. “Therefore, we can use the LHGearTec 
control system to show the operator what they should do, and 
the operator can report back if they have to interrupt regular pro-
duction to carry out maintenance, use new tools or set up new 
workpieces. As such, we can counteract an incorrect status dis-
play at the control panel or an incorrect calculation of the over-
all equipment effectiveness.” 

Applications with logic
In order to visualize the machines and operating state, Liebherr 
offers LMS Machine Info, a web-based app. Liebherr has rec-
ognized that customers define “state” in different ways. While 
one customer considers setup of new workpieces as part of the 
production state, the other customer defines production as only 
taking place if nominal speed is reached and chips are flying.

“This is exactly where our new logic editor comes in,” explains 
Florian Schuon, Head of Preliminary Development. “Customers 
can use this to determine individual states from the existing raw 
data easily and securely via tablet or computer without intervening 
in the machine control system.” The logic editor enables design 
of multi-level logic gates with algebraic and Boolean operations. 
“Essentially, it functions like a small PLC without having to inter-
vene in the PLC and without interrupting PLC operation,” says  
Florian Schuon. Liebherr solutions combine standardized inter-
faces and data profiles with convenient processing functions to 
ensure that real information is extracted from the data. 
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“Proactive vs. Reactive”
Boosting productivity and minimizing downtime requires 
scheduled service measures. From the very start, inspec-
tion and maintenance are important components and 
guarantors of these goals.

“The advantages of preventive inspections and maintenance 
are quite obvious,” as Bernd Freitag, Deputy Head of Service 
at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH, knows well. “Aligned with 
the needs of the customer, we have further improved and sys-
tematized our existing range of products in the area of Preven-
tive Maintenance. Multilingual, uniform inspection checklists and 
consistent management ensure a worldwide, equal standard 
of quality in the provision of services. Reliable and easy to un-
derstand, the logs provide information on the status of the ma-
chine.”

Liebherr deliberately focuses on the proven inspection by experi-
enced service technicians, who have an excellent understanding of 
the machines and their control systems. They proceed according 
to a systematized checklist involving over 100 inspection criteria. 
The status assessments are carried out using a color-coded rank-
ing system, that rapidly and clearly displays the current status of 
the machine to the customer through a visualization process and 
highlights when there is an acute need for action. Following this, the 
technician can have quotations created immediately for necessary 
procedures. Any repairs extending beyond this are discussed in de-
tail with the customer within this framework and agreed upon with 
regard to deadlines. This reduces unnecessary costs and downtime 
to a minimum. The customer receives service that is precisely coor-
dinated with them. The field experience of the service technicians is 
continuously fed back into product improvements.

“Kilometer-zero run”
Since 2016, Liebherr machines have been diagnosed prior to 
delivery and reference data is stored. This way a drive-based 
status diagnosis and assessment of the machines can be made 
in the field. “We call this the kilometer-zero run. If necessary, we 
can compare current data in the field with the data provided 
upon delivery.  This provides us with precise initial values and a 
‘digital fingerprint’ of all main drive axes, with which we are al-
ways able to make a very good comparison with the machine 
throughout its life cycle,” explains Freitag. This measurement is 
initially made during the factory acceptance test in Kempten, 
Germany, and during on-site commissioning and in later produc-
tion. “For machines with remote maintenance, it is also possible 
for our experts to determine the status without being at the fac-
tory, saving time and money in case of service.” 

Tested by 

A sensor checks the spindle run-out.Our service engineers are happy to assist.

Preventive Maintenance service products  
Inspection
Testing and inspection of the machine, including geometry measuring
 
Maintenance
Testing and replacement of defined wear parts, subsequent consultation on 
further measures
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Thanks to the kilometer-zero measure-
ment, service technicians rapidly receive 

information about the drives in the main 
assemblies of the machine. In the pro-
cess, a major advantage is the time sav-
ings of this method of diagnosis, since the 
measurement can be carried out without 
long periods of shutdown or costly dis-
assembly.  

A second life with REMAN
Thanks to the REMAN (Remanufactur-
ing) used machinery program, high qual-
ity machines can receive a second lease 
on life. When the machine gets to an 
older age, the archived logs and digital 
fingerprints provide valuable informa-
tion for a properly tuned remanufacturing  
process. 

Conclusion:
“The close support throughout the entire 
lifetime of the machine means a high lev-
el of operational and economical securi-
ty for production. Unplanned downtime, 
slackening productivity and quality loss-
es hurt producers. We save them from 
this,” says Freitag of the benefits. Cus-
tomers can systematically benefit from 
the experience and expert knowledge 
of the manufacturer. The fact that in the 
course of this, a globally operational com-
pany can receive exactly the same ser-
vice in any country of production is a fur-
ther feature of the preventive strategy by  
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH. 

Liebherr machines are ergonomic and offer easy access for maintenance work.

Red – intervention from after-sales service 

necessary, quotation to follow

Yellow – schedule maintenance (increasing 

wear, performance is approaching a problem-

atic area)

 

Green – ready for production

Color-coded ranking system

Karl Sauterleute
Sales Director Gear Cutting Machines

Kaufbeurer Straße 141,

87437 Kempten, Germany

Phone: +49 831 786-1316

karl.sauterleute@liebherr.com

Do you have any questions?

Gear hobbing / Gear skiving
Dr. Oliver Winkel +49 831 786-1998 oliver.winkel@liebherr.com
Gear shaping / Generating grinding
Dr. Andreas Mehr +49 831 786-1988 andreas.mehr@liebherr.com
Software
Dr. Peter Pruschek + 49 831 786-3053 peter.pruschek@liebherr.com
Gear cutting tools
Pierluigi Catellani + 39 011 4248-704 pierluigi.catellani@liebherr.com
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Automation Systems

Universally usable
Liebherr has met the needs of automation customers 
with the PHS Allround: The compact class for universal 
users has been in great demand since its introduction in 
2017. Alongside the current PHS 1500 Allround version,  
Liebherr has announced two more sizes—the 800 and 
3000.

„Compact, flexible, expandable and with strict pursuit of a mo-
dular concept.“ This is how Thomas Mattern, Head of Auto-
mation Systems Development, describes the new compact 
class in the Liebherr world of automation. The PHS Allround 
fills the gap between the Liebherr RLS rotary loading system 
as a circular storage system for one or two machines and the 
PHS PRO linear pallet handling system for maximum flexibility 
with any number of machines. It is an expandable entry-level 
solution similar to a Lego building set. The pre-made modules 
can be assembled together in different layout variants. 

The system that grows along with you
„Our rail system is configurable and expandable meter by me-
ter. Most customers begin with two machines but immediately 
start planning for expansion in the near future. This makes the 
PHS Allround, with its modular design and flexibility, the ideal 
solution,“ states Mattern. Additional storage locations, machi-
nes and loading stations can easily be added.

The ability to place machines, loading stations, inspection 
machines and shelf space or even peripherals for additional 
tasks on the front side enhances the flexibility in the system 
design. This enables the realization of high storage densi-
ty while providing versatile design options at the same time. 
The rotating tower storage, a well-known feature of the rotary 
loading system, provides additional storage. You can signifi-
cantly increase the number of storage locations in the smal-
lest space. 
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„Our focus was on 
the reduction in idle 
time. This ensure us 
the lowest possible 
number of interrupti-
ons and high productivity and  
utilization of machine tools.“
Thomas Mattern, Head of Automation Systems Developement

Technical refinements
The optional double loader, available starting in 2019, reduc-
es the pallet changing time on the machine tool, enabling low-
er system cycle times. Significant advantages emerge for ma-
chines without pallet changers.  

In one pass, the part to be machined can be exchanged with 
a new blank on the second telescopic fork. That is particular-
ly worthwhile if a loading system serves several machines. “In 
the design engineering phase, our focus was on the reduction 
in idle time. This ensure us the lowest possible number of inter-
ruptions and high productivity and utilization of machine tools,” 
Mattern explains.  

A design principle that combines turning and telescoping makes 
it possible to achieve separate front access of the machine tool 
as needed. Maintenance, measuring tasks and direct clamping 

onto the machine can be carried out while the system is run-
ning. The area in front of the machine tool is separated from the 
rest of the system without restricting the travel of the lift mod-
ules. All other machines connected to the system can continue 
to be supplied with pallets in automatic mode. “That is a true 
Liebherr innovation no other provider has in their portfolio,” em-
phasizes Knut Jendrok, from Sales in pallet handling systems.

Everything modular
In order to realize short delivery times, the PHS Allround adheres 
to a strict modular design. Nevertheless, diverse combination 
options enable the right solution for virtually every application. 

In terms of the control systems, Liebherr uses axis control from 
Siemens, which has also proven it’s value in many other sys-
tems. Users can choose between Soflex and Procam for the 
host computer. Both systems can be configured and set up to 
best meet the requirements of the users. Options include fea-
tures such as NC and tool data management. 

Knut Jendrok
Sales Automation Systems

Kaufbeurer Straße 141,

87437 Kempten, Germany

Phone: +49 831 786-1482

knut.jendrok@liebherr.com
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Robot systems:  
Workpiece handling with vision 
It starts with a blank. But how does the workpiece get onto the line or into the machine? Depending on the state it is 
delivered in, this task can quickly become very complex. Reliable 3D object detection systems optically capture and 
evaluate data. Liebherr works with a variety of 3D vision systems to match the requirements and smoothly handles 
the supply of every randomly stored part with process precision.

The automation at the beginning and 
end of a line depends on how the work-
pieces are fed and stored. If the de-
livery involves removing a single layer 
of goods from a pallet; contour or fea-

ture recognition is sufficient for enabling 
automated gripping and transfer. If the 
workpieces are in several layers, such 
as stacked blister packs or tablet pack-
ages, the robot requires a 2½D or 3D 

system. In the former case, the third di-
mension is extrapolated using contour 
distances or gray-scale values. For a 
real 3D process, the system measures 
using points in space. 
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The same is true of positioning. The more accurately the 
workpiece has to be placed, the more demanding the re-
quirements put on the vision system. Placement on a con-
veyor belt is simple; positioning within a machine tool is chal-
lenging. The more flexibility required for loading and unloading 
a workpiece (into and out of the machine), the more complex 
the system. There are also rules of conduct, such as detect-
ing and handling missing or incorrect parts, and collision mod-
els. Liebherr automation systems have a response for these 
various challenges. 

New vision systems for bin picking
Liebherr works with a selection of three different variants cho-
sen specific to the requirements. A red light laser is used in 3D 
vision systems that use a laser time-of-flight method. It offers a 
highly robust solution that is separate from ambient light con-
ditions and the level of contamination. An alternative is to use 
a 3D vision system using a precise two-stage laser triangula-
tion process with a blue light laser. This type of system is ide-
al for workpieces made of metal, organic and semi-transparent 
or reflective materials. The third option is the highly-flexible 3D 
stereo vision system with a triangulation process and support-
ed by an additional projector unit. This option is perfect for short 
cycle times. The 3D stereo vision system can create complete 
and homogeneous depth maps of the scene using special pro-
jector technology. 

As a result, it provides fast and high-resolution image recogni-
tion. This allows a robot with patented additional axes to emp-

ty transport containers up to one meter in depth with process 
precision. Optical detection occurs within five seconds, de-
pending on the vision system and the associated evaluation. 
That enables short cycle times for the overall system. Thanks 
to the high resolution, the data cloud interface is smooth and 
virtually noiseless. These high-quality measured values are 
transmitted to the main software of the bin picking system. 
The software enables easy teaching of workpieces, grippers 
and their grip points.

Level 3

unsorted

3D

Level 2

multi-layer

2½D – 3D

Level 1

single-layer

2D

 Depalettizing De-stacking Bin Picking

chaos

complex

system

simple

Jürgen Groß
Sales Director Cells and Flexible

Manufacturing Systems

Kaufbeurer Straße 141,

87437 Kempten, Germany

Phone: +49 831 786-3072

juergen.gross@liebherr.com

The more chaotic the workpiece are delivered, the more complex the system gets. 
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Apps support smart automation 
The fundamental idea of reliable production stands above everything else. Based on this requirement, the Automa-
tion Systems division of Liebherr has developed diverse applications for Industry 4.0.

We have developed a control system, 
LMS 4.0 (Liebherr Manufacturing Sys-
tem), where customers can choose  
between individually configurable soft-
ware packages which meet their re-
quirements of 4.0 applications. Liebherr 
currently offers four packages: the Pro-
duction Schedule App (PSA), which us-
ers can manage production orders and 
processes, the Part Tracking App (PTA) 
for logged part tracking in an assembly 
line and the Production Monitoring App 
(PMA) for recording production and op-
erating data. There is also an app for the 
display of the machine status on a large 
screen or smartphone. Others are cur-

rently being developed, such as the Pre-
dictive Planned Maintenance (PPM) app.

The PTA (Part Tracking App) logs the 
workpiece data in a production cell  
before each workpiece loaded into the 
system, thus guaranteeing a reliable pro-
cess. A new data record is created ev-
ery time a new workpiece reaches the 
production line. Before the workpiece en-
ters a machine, it is subject to a validity 
check. This ensures that the workpiece 
is also allowed in this machine. Follow-
ing every operation the new status is 
logged with individual production data. 
The data records are saved in a long-term 

archiving so that individual workpieces 
can be tracked over the long term. Users 
can easily adapt and freely configure the 
data structure with an Excel template. In 
this structure they can also define work-
piece lists, based on priorities. Here, for 
example, they can generate workpiece 
lists which can be filtered as desired and 
offer possibilities for quality inspection  
(filter, block functions, change proce-
dures, etc.).

Via the PSA (Production Schedule App) 
the workpiece flow and the production 
orders can be determined. First of all, 
processes and workpieces have to be 
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defined. Each process consists of a chain of steps or oper-
ations that are assigned to certain stations. “Recipes” arise 
from these definitions for each workpiece type, which organize 
the processes of the cell. This app also includes production 
order management. Here the operator can create production  
orders for loading unmachined parts, which contain part 
types, quantity, and delivery date. The system can then pro-
cess these orders statically (according to sequence) or dynam-
ically (according to delivery date). 

The operation and production monitoring of the line is effect-
ed via the PMA (Production Monitoring App). Here all operat-
ing and production data of each station is recorded and can 
be evaluated accordingly. This way system availabilities and 
downtimes can be determined and visualized. With this data, 
weaknesses in the system can be detected and then opti-
mized accordingly.

Get further information: 

https://go.liebherr.com/393476

Individually configurable software packages
PSA PTA PMA PPMA

Production  
Schedule App

Part Tracking App
Production  
Monitoring App

Predicitve Planned 
Maintanance App

Management of 
production orders 
and processes

Guarantee of 
reliable process 
within a production 
or assembly line, 
as well as long-
term logged part 
tracking

Recording of 
production and 
operating data

Wear monitoring 
and maintenance 
planning

The software application PPM (Predictive Planned Mainte-
nance App) allows for intelligent maintenance planning and 
can generate maintenance logs. This also includes a display 
of the maintenance description and the compilation of spare 
parts lists which are currently in development. The self-learn-
ing system registers the wear curves of the individual stations 
and creates intelligent maintenance planning in order to re-
duce and plan downtimes. 

Large screens as well as mobile end devices are considered 
for the display. They are all controlled via the Info Board App. 
As a result, the user can have the operating states displayed 
on the machine – cell – station – component, call up workpiece 
counters, and perform remote monitoring. 
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PHS Pro: Born from experience 
The first PHS 1500 Pro is at Herborner 
Pumpentechnik. Following an exten-
sion and machine change, the third 
expansion will start soon.

Herborner pumps stand for durability 
and quality.  Many of the pumps only  
require their first spare part after 50 years 
– and even then the replacement of the 
entire pump is generally not profitable. 

The specialists from the Siegerland re-
gion in Germany still manufacture and 
deliver parts for the older models. “A 
Herborner lasts, the market knows this 
and we are proud of this fact”, states 
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Klaus Tollerian, Head of Production at 
Herborner Pumpentechnik. 

The pumps are used in swimming pools, 
sewage plants, industry, ships and all oth-

er areas where water should flow. Wheth-
er it is in Germany’s biggest theme park, 
Europapark in Rust, the Lost Paradise 
of Dilmun in Bahrain, the Splashworld 
in Monteux or on one of the big cruise 

ships, “Herborner” pumps are used all 
over the world. Founded in 1874, the 
family-run company became a niche pro-
vider for pumps and is always one step 
ahead of the competition in terms of tech-
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nology. This is currently reflected in the latest pump generation  
“herborner.neo”, which offers with maximum efficiency en-
ergy and cost servings. Aggressive media such as salt wa-
ter cannot enter the system and attak vital parts thanks to its 
full coating. 

Finally found the solution at Liebherr after a long search
At the end of the last millennium the question arose in pro-
duction about how best to handle the increasing variation 
diversity. A new machining center from Heckert ensured fast 
machining, but the retooling took a lot of time. The search for 
an automation solution proved to be lengthy and only really 
gathered momentum years later when a development partner 
was found with Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH. In Kempten, 
Liebherr planned an automation solution with pallet handling 
system for a Heckert machine. From this original PHS which 
was initially intended as an internal solution came a design for 
Herboner Pumpentechnik. “In Kempten there is the number 
0 so to speak and in our company the number 1 of the now 
established PHS”, describes Klaus Tollerian. 

A certain risk was associated with the collaboration with Lieb-
herr, which Klaus Tollerian was prepared to take: “The concept 
was so simple and so good that it could only work. During 
the entire planning stage the focus was always on feasibility. 

Realistic limits were clearly defined. On top of that, a friendly 
and close relationship quickly developed as we were able to 
clarify many issues in advance in numerous meetings and dis-
cussions.”

Challenging installation
The remaining doubts disappeared at EMO 2007, where 
the first PHS 1500 was showcased before it started pro-
duction in Herborn. The installation proved to be very chal-
lenging owing to the tightness of space. “We had to bring in 
the parts through roof hatches using a crane because the 
ceiling height was only six meters,” remembers Stefan Jehle 
from the Automation Systems product segment at Liebherr- 
Verzahntechnik GmbH, who assisted with the implementa-
tion of the project from the outset. Machine manufacturer  
Heckert, Siemens (control for warehouse vehicle), and Soflex 
(cell control) were on board to guarantee the integration of 
software and machine. 

“We advanced piece by piece and only integrated one, then 
another machining center. Since then the system has been run-
ning smoothly”, highlights Klaus Tollerian. Stefan Jehle adds: 
“Today we sell this system as PHS 1500 Pro. There are a few 
new functions such as different set-up station variants. But that 
marked the launch of the successful PHS series.” 

The PHS 1500 Pro currently includes 54 storage positions.
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HERBORNER PUMPENTECHNIK  
GMBH & CO KG

Industries:  Swimming-pool and clean 
water technology, sewage 
technology, ship technology, 
industrial technology, process 
technology (incl. project plan-
ning), Execution and service 
of municipal public utility use 
and waste disposal systems

Company size: 120 employees 
Founded: 1874
Headquarter: Herborn, Germany
Locations:  Landsberg / Saale,  

Germany
CEO: Wolfram Kuhn
Website: www.herborner-pumpen.de

In the original design the set-up stations were disconnected from each other.

The assembly was done with a crane through the ceiling.

Automation grows alongside
At Herborner Pumpentechnik the avail-
ability of the system is practically at 100 
percent. “If there is a stoppage, then it is 
generally because of an operating error. 
The wear is very low”, reports the pro-
duction manager. In 2011 the system 
was extended by nine stations to a to-
tal of 54 and an unloading station was 
integrated. A new machining center was 
integrated in 2015. “The delivery times 
have halved in the last ten years. Deliv-
ery reliability is extremely important for a 
niche provider like ourselves. With auto-
mation we can introduce an unmanned 
shift and improve our delivery reliability 
considerably. A new machining center 
with turntable and larger working area 
was the logical next step.” Klaus Toll-
erian decided on a HEC 800 millturn-
ing machine which could also machine 
the large parts. Having said that it re-
ceived a smaller table as optional equip-
ment so that it can also continue to pro-

cess the clamping fixtures of the smaller 
parts. “Thanks to the flexibility of the 
PHS it is possible to change machine 
without any problems. With this invest-
ment we are well positioned in the long 
term in production.”

Flexible, error-free, and 
with low maintenance
The next enhancement is already 
planned: a third machining center and 
an additional 18 storage magazines. “We 
haven’t set a date yet, because several 
measures are pending in our premises. 
But the step will come” adds Klaus Toll-
erian looking to the future. Perhaps he 
will also exchange the smaller machine 
or take it out of the production line tem-
porarily for a retrofit. “Such measures are 
quite simple with the flexible PHS. We are 
very satisfied with the options this sys-
tem offers us. Flexible, error-free, and low 
maintenance – that’s Liebherr.”
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Satisfied customers 
speak for themselves
E-cars are very demanding in terms of gear quality. Great Taiwan Gear relies 
on Liebherr machines. 

The main focus of Great Taiwan Gear 
Ltd. is the production of gears and as-
semblies for alternative drives, such as 
EV (Electric Vehicle) and Hybrid systems. 
This new generation of transmissions re-
quires very high gear accuracy – rang-
ing from DIN four to five – as well as bias 
control. “Our willingness to develop new 
components together with our custom-
ers is one of our strong selling points”, 
emphasizes Samuel Lin from Great  
Taiwan Gear. “We are proud that the 
leading EV manufacturers choose to 
work with us.”

Close cooperation
To achieve the quality needed, the com-
pany works closely with its suppliers. 
The majority of our product develop-
ment is the result of this cooperation –  

 

that is a particular feature of business 
in Taiwan. “Our partnership with inter-
national equipment and tooling suppli-
ers is of equal importance”, says Samu-
el Lin. “Our partnership with Liebherr has 
helped us to find solutions and to meet 
the very high quality requirements of our 
customers.” The first Liebherr shaping 
machine the company purchased was an 
LS 120 gear shaper in 2010. Three LGG 
280 gear grinding machines are now op-
erating in the machine shop as well. The 
machines have performed very steadi-
ly and reliably since installation, which 
has even allowed inspection cycles to 
be shortened.

Twist-free grinding
Great Taiwan Gear focuses on superi-
or quality: gear profile and lead toleranc-
es are very tight. Most EV applications  
 

also require bias / twist control for twist-
free grinding. The LGG 280 was the best 
choice for these requirements, Samuel 
Lin confirms. “We are satisfied. More im-
portantly, our customers are also satis-
fied.” 

Liebherr developed a distortion-free 
grinding method for tooth-lead modifica-
tions, which is unique in grinding tech-
nology. “This is very important in terms of 
noise levels and size”, Heribert Tichatzki, 
Sales Manager Asia at Liebherr Verzahn-
technik GmbH, explains. Noise Excitation 
Optimised Modification (NEO), Generated 
End Relief (GER), Deviation Free Topo-
logical Modification (DFT) are but a small 
range of possible micro-geometrical 
forms, which can be easily produced by 
Liebherr’s LGG machines. Transmissions 
are getting smaller and electric drives are 
much quieter than combustion engines. 
So the need to reduce the noise emit-
ted by gears is obvious. Twist-free grind-
ing can solve this problem and is in ma-
jor demand in the EV-sector. 

A worthwhile investment  
The purchase of new gear grinding 
equipment was one of the largest in-
vestments made by Great Taiwan Gear. 
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But the effort paid off: The set-up of the 
machine is straightforward and the us-
ers are very pleased with the reliability of 
the machines, especially considering the 
extremely tight tolerances involved. Fol-
lowing these positive experiences, dis-
cussions about further investments have 
already started. 

Samuel Lin appreciates the service 
quality provided by Liebherr: “Liebherr 
is very professional and also under-
stands the challenges of meeting very 
high quality specifications. We especial-
ly appreciate the on-site support, which 
we receive from their service engineer 
team – from installation to final accep-
tance of the machines.” A further advan-
tage from his point of view is that Liebherr 
can offer application engineering support 
to solve issues, which can occur during 
ramp-up or production. “This team is also 
of great help to us in optimizing our gear 
machining processes.”

The generating grinding machines LGG 280 ensure high quality. 

Company President Morley Lin presents components at a trade fair.

GREAT TAIWAN GEAR

Industries:  EV, automotive, aerospace
Company size:  185 employees
Founded: 1981
Headquarter: Taichung, Taiwan
Places: Taichung, Taiwan
President: Morley Lin
Managing  
director: Samuel Lin
Website: www.taiwangear.com

Machines  3x LGG 280 Gear Grinding
at work: Machines 
   1x LS 120 Gear Shaping  

Machine
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Locations worldwide
In addition to the headquarters in 
Kempten, there are Liebherr locations 
in Ettlingen (Germany), Collegno (Italy), 
Saline (USA), Bangalore (India) and 
Suwon-si (Korea); pictures below from 
left to right.



“In gear checking, we previously had to rely on external service 
providers when working with large parts,” relates Daniel Witt-
mann, an employee in quality assurance. Earlier, we could only 
work with weights up to two metric tons and dimensions of 
1,200 x 1,600 x 600 millimeters. Now we are able to measure 
parts weighing up to 20 metric tons with dimensions of 3,000 x 
4,500 x 2,000 millimeters. “This certainly provides a significant 
time saving. All measurements are now taking place on-site,” 
Wittmann emphasizes.

Impressive accuracy 
This provides a good example of what a perfect component 
looks like at Liebherr. „We just had a machine column from 
the LC series with guide rails in for measurement,“ reports 

Wittmann‘s colleague Uwe Baar. A part of the gear hobbing 
machine like this weighs 5 tons and is 2.5 meters long. The re-
quired parallelism of the alignment edge over the entire length is 
0.002 millimeters, while the flatness of the two guideways over 
the entire surface is 0.005 millimeters. The additional function-
al surfaces everywhere else were 0.01 millimeters. „Those are 
outstanding values,“ Baar emphasizes.

Quality management at a single location
The acquisition of the new Zeiss MMZ 30/45/20 unit led to a 
move for the entire measuring room. The heavy machine re-
ceived its own foundation, disconnected from the vibrations 
of production. Furthermore, it is located in a climate-con-
trolled room, where the sensors check the temperature and 

At its main plant in Kempten, Germany, Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH recently added a new measuring facility with a 
Zeiss coordinate measuring machine capable of inspecting large gears and machine components.
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The new Zeiss MMZ 30/45/20 unit saves time and money.

Large parts can now be checked in a seperate measuring room.

air humidity both in the room and right 
at the machine – for precise, compa-
rable measurement results. A special 
carriage has been specifically designed 
by Gehweiler + Lehn for loading large 
components. The old “small” gear in-
spection machine and the programming 
station were also moved into the same 
hall. As such, the entire quality man-
agement unit is now consolidated at a 
single location. In addition to the new 
facilities, a new classification in quali-
ty management has also been estab-
lished. All high-precision large parts re-
ceive a test number in order to facilitate 
the long-term tracking and archiving of 
measurement results. 

The initiative for the new measuring 
room was the joint venture between 
Rolls-Royce and Liebherr Aerospace: 
Aerospace Transmission Technologies 
GmbH (ATT). Gears and splines for avi-
ation turbines, which previously could 
only be checked by an outside party, 
are manufactured for the joint venture 
in Kempten. This is now possible to do 
on-site with no problem whatsoever us-
ing the new machine. This saves time 
and money. 
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Tool division repositions itself
Liebherr gear cutting tools are manufactured in Ettlingen, Germany and Turin, Italy. Both locations operate on this prin-
ciple: a shared organization that focuses on the needs of the customer. Two new faces are a visible sign of this unity.

Since early 2018 Pierluigi Catellani has been manager of Sales 
and Service for the Tool division. His technical counterpart, Olaf 
Bonten, is manager of the Tool division, with responsibility for 
Engineering and Production. It is not by chance that these two 
work at different locations and yet are responsible for both Et-
tlingen and Turin. “We want to optimize production between the 
two plants,” explains Bonten. The intention is for them to move 
closer together in terms of capacity and complement each oth-
er even more. Investments in infrastructure and machines are 
planned for production in Germany and Italy and will be close-
ly coordinated.  

Strong customer relationships, excellence and 
on-time delivery
Both of these new managers come from the metal cutting tool 
industry, which is largely comprised of standard tools. The sit-
uation is exactly the opposite for gear cutting tools. Here, cus-
tomized designs for demanding technology are the norm. “Our 
salespeople need in-depth knowledge about the machines and 
processes. They have to grasp the customer’s problem techni-
cally, so that he or she will accept them as a first contact,” re-
ports Catellani. 
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His motto for successful sales is: strong customer relation-
ships, excellence and on-time delivery. “Liebherr has an ex-
cellent reputation, which we must all measure up to. Yet 
good products and reliable delivery times are only part of 
the equation – the other is a good relationship with the cus-
tomer, which is established through trust and competence 
and must be well maintained. We have to be available to 
customers at all times— their “go-to” person when a prob-
lem arises.”

Investments in automation and machines
Regarding product excellence, Bonten sees multiple chal-
lenges. “First, there are the small part quantities that come 
with customized solutions. These are challenging in every 
industry, and we need appropriate cost-effective solutions 
for our processes.” Therefore, automation of small batch 
sizes will be an important component of the upcoming in-
vestments.  Added to this are the high expectations of a de-
manding market. “The requirements for tools keep getting 
more and more demanding. We have to keep introducing 
new features to meet the required precision in many new 
production processes. Often, we are dealing with low part 
volumes (down to “one-piece flow”) for applications such as 
aerospace or e-mobility.”

Downsizing, or the trend toward smaller gears, also affects the 
precision. Precise gears, with special and exact geometries, 
are the prerequisite for this. Manufacturers of gear cutting ma-
chines and tools must adapt their solutions to these market de-
velopments.

Cooperation of the Liebherr specialists
So that tools and machines match perfectly, we have formed a 
joint development team. Joint projects and intensive collabora-
tion between teams from Ettlingen, Turin (both tools), Kempten 
(gear cutting machines) and end users, such as Liebherr Aero-
space, ensure success. “We also work hand in hand with the 
customer to provide support,” explains Catellani. For example, 
the customers for the first gear skiving machines had contacts 
in both Kempten, for the machines, and Turin, for the com-
plex tools.

Pierluigi Catellani is the new Division Manager for Sales and Service  
of gear cutting tools.

Olaf Bonten is the new Division Manager for Operations  
of gear cutting tools.
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Apprenticeship 4.0
How can companies integrate an idea like Industry 4.0 
into an apprenticeship program? In Kempten, Germany,  
Liebherr has found an individualized solution where stu-
dents study various courses together.

The foundation for this idea was laid several years ago. In the 
past, trainees from Kempten would visit Strinda VGS, a part-
ner school in Trondheim, Norway, not only to further develop 
their technical expertise but also their intercultural competen-
cy (as reported by the Liebherr magazine). A lively exchange 
also took place between instructors in Kempten and Trond-
heim. Together with the applicable teacher at Strinda VGS, the 
instructors in Kempten brought together ideas for their own 
lifting station. It can be loaded up with various heavy weights 
like a training machine at the gym. Its motor responds to in-
creasing weights with an increase in power draw, which al-
lows for direct conclusions about the utilization of the motor 
in turn. This application is similar to car lifts from the automo-
tive industry. Using a device like this, the training is able to 
cover drive technology, bus technology such as PROFINET, 
IO-Link components, measurement technology, analog val-
ue processing and RFID technology. 

“Nevertheless, before we develop new training modules, we al-
ways confer with our design engineers so that we are working 
on the same page as design engineering during training and are 
looking towards the same future technologies,” explains Walter 
Ferstl, Training Supervisor at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH. 
For the lifting station, plans called for the integration of state-
of-the-art IO-Link components since they are expected to see 
increasing use by Liebherr on machines and automation sys-
tems in the future. 

Strong cooperation partners
At the time of the planning of the new training module,  
IO-Link technology did not yet play a role in gear engineering. 
That is why partners were brought on board in the next step. 
“Companies like Siemens, SEW Eurodrive, Phoenix Contact 
and Balluff provide us with a lot of support when it comes to 
the selection of future-oriented technologies,” stresses Fer-
stl. The Liebherr training program has a few customer sup-
port representatives there who are familiar with our modular 
training concept and can scale technologies suitable for train-
ing. “We receive optimal consultation from the companies and 
work together extremely well.” For instance, Liebherr training 
modules are then used by SEW for training purposes. In the 
case of the lifting station, SEW Eurodrive and Balluff provid-
ed technological framework through advice on drive technol-
ogy and IO-Link.
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“Once it was clear how our new lifting station needed to look 
and which components needed to be installed, our techni-
cal product design trainees and network students began with 
planning,” says Ferstl about the project. David Bodenmiller, an 
electrical engineering joint degree student from the Kempten 
University of Applied Sciences, planned the station with  
Balluff’s latest IO-Link technology. Afterwards, students in train-
ing to become industrial mechanics and electronics techni-
cians assembled and installed the device. Finally, Bodenmiller 
put them into operation in collaboration with Balluff and SEW  
Eurodrive. The lifting station has since become a permanent 
fixture in the training at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH and 
is providing the basis for many further training modules be-
ing developed together with the trainees and joint degree 
students.

Many modules at the new station 
Matthias Fendt, Instructor for Electronics Engineering, sup-
ports the trainees in creating the training modules on the lift-
ing station. Using the new bus technology and existing RFID 
technology, the trainees can “collect, store and evaluate 
data. Other topics include commissioning an IO-Link system, 
IO-Link reversing starters, frequency converters for synchronous/
asynchronous motors and path measuring systems,” explains  
Matthias Fendt. He sees many advantages in this kind of train-
ing, “We are able to work with the latest technologies here, 
which is very interesting and highly practical.”

Paperless shopfloor under development
“The station is intended to push our trainees towards inter-
disciplinary thinking and teach Industry 4.0 with an eye to-
wards real-world use,” says Matthias Neumann, Instructor 
for Industrial Mechanics, in describing the objective. This di-
rects the training right where general management is aiming 
for the company as a whole. Interdisciplinary collaboration 
and joint developments are taking a greater focus and are in-
creasingly important for innovations (read the interview with 
Dr. Christian Lang and Dr. Hans Gronbach on pages 4 to 7 
for more on this topic). 

Further measures are already planned according to Matthias 
Neumann: “In the training workshop, we are working on pa-
perless shopfloor management, with a digitalized attendance 
overview. We want to use this to provide some initial insight 
into the possibilities of digitalization and prepare the trainees 
for some of the challenges that will be brought about by Indus-
try 4.0 along the way.”

 

Walter Ferstl
Training Manager

Kaufbeurer Straße 141,

87437 Kempten, Germany

Phone: +49 831 786-1229

walter.ferstl@liebherr.com
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Is everything going right? Fit the clamping fixture? Is the machine tight? These questions are clarified by the test 
department.

When Eva Wölfle arrives at her work station in the new Lieb-
herr-Verzahntechnik GmbH hall in Kempten early in the morning, 
the first thing she does is to check her e-mails. The trained in-
dustrial mechanic is one of 18 current employees working in the 
gear cutting machine Testing department at Liebherr. “I check 
whether my colleagues from Design Engineering and Develop-
ment have sent new requests for the machines we are testing, or 
whether a customer wants to have something specific inspect-
ed,” says Wölfle, whose areas of expertise are hobbing and the 
ChamferCut processes. 

In order to be able to inspect the various machine types and 
their machining methods extensively, each employee is expect-

ed to have a mastery of two types of technology. “This helps 
our employees grow and this is how we stay flexible, for exam-
ple, if someone is sick,” says Bernd Rösch, Testing Department 
Manager at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH. 

“Fifty percent of the tests we conduct are in-house product 
tests. The other half are customer tests,” Rösch further ex-
plains. This marks an important difference from the Final Ac-
ceptance area. While every machine that leaves our facility 
is tested extensively, primarily the prototypes are put to the 
test in the Testing department. Tests with specific custom-
er requirements are conducted, as well. “We order machines 
for our product tests in-house and can therefore be seen as 
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an internal customer,” explains Rösch. 
In this way, mechanical engineers and 
their test teams fulfill an extremely im-
portant function.  They are experts in 
real-world applications and work to-
gether very closely with colleagues from 
Development and Design Engineering. 
“We are an excellent team of develop-
ers, design engineers, technologists 
and Testing team personnel. This is defi-
nitely a recipe for success,” says Hekim  
Iseni, who has been working at Liebherr 
in Kempten for seven years and is re-
sponsible for the shaping machines. Af-
ter all, the 39-year-old provides a lot of 
expertise. Before moving to the Test-
ing department, he worked in the ma-
chine tool final acceptance area for five 
years, which is located next to the testing  
division. “This job not only requires expe-
rience and autonomy, but also the moti-
vation get the best out of the machine,” 
says Iseni, whom everyone calls “Isy” 
(Izzy). “Employees get a comprehensive 
insight into the technology of our ma-
chines here,” explains Rösch. 

Teamwork as a recipe for success
But what does product testing look like? 
First, the machine’s geometry is mea-
sured. Only if this is correct does hob-
bing, shaping, skiving or grinding oc-
cur. “Then, we start by conducting a 
performance test using test gears,” Is-
eni explains. A trained eye is especially 
important during this process. Is every-
thing running correctly? Does the clamp-
ing fixture fit? Is the machine leakproof? 
Therefore, the Testing employees fulfill a 
very important task, because one size 
does not fit all. The Testing department 
not only receives requests from other divi-
sions, it also actively feeds back irregular-
ities or possible improvements to Product 
Development. This interaction between  
Development and Testing is a true sign 
of quality for Liebherr technologies. Each 
test is carefully documented in inspection 
records and made available immediately 
to the Design Engineering and Develop-
ment departments. Each customer also 
receives a comprehensive inspection re-
port after the tests are complete.  “In our 
work, documentation is key,” says Iseni. 
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Along with the mechanical tests, Liebherr’s own software solu-
tions are tested and the main focus is user-friendliness. 

Customer testing but not contract manufacturing 
Customers or prospective customers often have very specific 
requirements for Liebherr machines and for this reason, also for 
the Testing department. Because at Liebherr in Kempten, we 
are only satisfied when the machine can produce the customer 
parts in the desired quality. This means that the Testing depart-
ment is much more than contract manufacturing. “We write a 
proposal for each test. If the customer decides to purchase a 
new machine after the comprehensive tests, then the testing ef-
forts can be billed individually,” Rösch explains. Customers can 
be assured that they are getting the best possible technology 
and the familiar Liebherr quality for their particular challenge. 
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Three times in row:  
John Deere Achieving  
Excellence Award

New representatives

Each year, the tractor manufacturer John Deere awards, distin-
guishes its best partners with prizes. Suppliers are distinguished 
in four categories on the basis of product quality, technical  
support, delivery reliability, customer relations and cost man-
agement. For the third time, Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH  
received the highest level distinction as “Partner.”

“It is of course a great feeling to continually be recognized as a 
dependable partner,” declares Karl Sauterleute, Sales Manager 
for Gear Engineering in Kempten, Germany. “We have proven 
ourselves successful not only once, but continuously with on-

going collaboration. From where we stand, this is exactly how 
it should be. We at Liebherr always want to be a bit better, in a 
qualitative sense, with our machines and services than others.” 

This distinctive quality awareness has been part of the collab-
oration with John Deere for many years. Liebherr-Verzahntech-
nik GmbH has already carried out projects from John Deere at 
many locations. “We were not only able to contribute our ex-
pert knowledge in the technological respect,” reports Sauter-
leute. “We have also been successful in the implementation of 
concepts that feature a savings potential.”

In Poland, WOLFGRIPP is the exclusive representative of Lieb-
herr-Verzahntechnik GmbH for gear cutting machines and auto-
mation systems. Beyond this, the products and services offered 
by WOLFGRIPP include tool fasteners, adjustments of machine 
tool tables, clamping fixtures as well as coating services for car-
bide-metal clamping elements and technical consulting. 

TECMI SRL is now responsible for the Fiat Group in Italy. TEC-
MI SRL is a company with a rich history that has been working 

since the 1950s in automation and mechanical machining for 
the automotive industry. Two locations, in Turin and Termoli, en-
able strategic support for customers throughout Italy. 

There is a new partner in Germany, too. Produktionstechnik 
Ostermann from Witten takes care of automation customers 
in North Rhine-Westphalia (not including the Cologne metro-
politan area). 

Contact

Poland
WOLFGRIPP 
Małkowski, Pawełczak, Pruchnicki sp.j.
ul. Dzikich Gęsi 1B
05-502 Jesówka
Phone: +48 502 755 416
e-mail: biuro@wolfgripp.pl
www.wolfgripp.pl

Germany
Produktionstechnik Ostermann GmbH

Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 98
58454 Witten
Phone: +49 2302 60 401
ptowitten@aol.de

Italy
TECMI SRL

C.so Duca degli Abruzzi 78
10139 Torino
Phone: +39 011 5681153
stefano.salmeri@tecmi.it
www.tecmi.it

In a partnership you meet at eye level. That is why “partners” for the internation-
al tractor and agricultural machinery manufacturer John Deere are companies 
with the same high standards of quality and cooperative cooperation. Liebherr- 
Verzahntechnik GmbH has been a member for many years and has now been 
awarded for the third time.
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Personal thanks to the management

“Mr. Sauterleute is the face of the Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH for many of our customers.  
Especially during the trade shows all over the world, everybody knows and respects him, competitors 
and customers alike.

He combines technical knowledge, customer orientation, the Swabian economical mindset and  
kindness. Solutions will be found and the customer can trust his word.

We wish Mr. Sauterleute all the best, a healthy future and hopefully he now has enough time for 
friends and hobbies and maybe he likes to pay us a visit in Kempten from time to time.”
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After 39 years at Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH Karl Sauterleute (64 years) hands over the sales management at the 
end of 2018 and retires in 2019. His successor is Peter Wiedemann, CEO of Liebherr Gear Technology until August 
2018, Inc. in the USA.

Karl Sauterleute
Karl Sauterleute started in the for-
mer project department at Liebherr in 
Kempten in 1979 directly after complet-
ing his studies in production engineer-
ing. There he planned and realized new 
production sites with the project team, 
which were equipped with Liebherr ma-
chines, as well as machines from oth-
er manufacturers, in Russia, America, 
and Asia. A highlight from this time was 
the project “Factory of the Future” for  
Allison Gas Turbine Indianapolis – a fully 
automated production system that was 
revolutionary at the time.

Then 20 years ago he transferred to 
gear cutting machines – initially as Head 
of Technical Sales. Two years later he 
held the position as Global Sales Man-
ager for gear cutting machines. His ca-
reer path shaped the internationalization 
of the market more than anything. Be-
sides his role as a Key Account Manager  
and the realization of major techno-
logical projects, Karl Sauterleute drove 
the expansion of the Indian and Ko-
rean market particularly. He was also 
appointed to the Board of Directors in 
these subsidiaries. There was anoth-
er milestone in 2012 with the restruc-
turing of sales following the termina-
tion of the sales partnership with the  
Klingelnberg Group. Karl Sauterleute  
was responsible for building up new 
agencies and Liebherr sales offices. A 
good relationship with the customer 
was always extremely important for the 
sales manager: “I can still make con-
tracts today with some customers with 
handshake. That is definitely something 
special. I also had a strong team behind 
me at Liebherr, on which I could always 
rely on”, states Karl Sauterleute.

Peter Wiedemann
Peter Wiedemann’s (42 years) career at 
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH began in 
2005 in the sales team of Karl Sauterleu-
te. In this time he looked after major key 
accounts in Germany and abroad and 
was also involved in the big projects in 
South Korea at the time. After four and 
a half years he took over the manage-
ment of Liebherr Gear Technology, Inc. 
and Liebherr Automation Systems, Co. 
in Saline, Michigan, USA. These com-
panies cover gear technology and auto-
mation systems in the North America re-
gion. Peter Wiedemann still managed to 
expand the Liebherr site in Saline after 
recessive years in the USA as a result of 
the financial crisis. The compact, high- 
performance team, whose exceptional 
team spirit the family man of two chil-
dren`s (six and nine years old) learned 
to value in particular, had the location’s 
most successful financial year in 2012. 
His successor as CEO in Saline is Gary 
Chatell. 

In his new role as Sales Director for gear 
machines Peter Wiedemann plans to 
continue Karl Sauterleute’s successful 
work and will establish new products and 
innovations in the market.

Change in sales management of gear technology

Karl Sauterleute

Peter Wiedemann



Everything under control 
Minus 27 degrees! These February days in Mockfjärd are bit-
terly cold. It’s good that the timber processing machinery here 
in deepest central Sweden has been tried and tested in snow 
and frost, as even at polar sub-zero temperatures, trucks car-
ry on bringing their loads of pinewood logs to the Moelven Da-
laträ sawmill. The unloading of the trucks and handling of the 
logs just has to keep going – at all times. 

Conny Lind is fully aware of this. Shortly after eight o’clock, the 
service icon lights up on his L580 LogHandler XPower®. After 
1,000 operating hours, the machine reports it is advisable to 
carry out a service and replace any worn parts. Shortly after ten 
o’clock, Lind telephones his Liebherr partner in Västerås. The 
relevant service engineer is put on standby for tomorrow. All that 
is needed now is to get hold of original spare parts. 

The ball is now in the court of the central spare parts ware-
house for Liebherr’s Earthmoving Equipment division and Com-
ponents division in Germany, or to be precise, in Oberopfingen 
near Memmingen. 37 minutes later, the purchase order flashes 
up on the warehouse management system there. The fact that 
the right package can be at the right place at the right time is 
largely down to the automated small-parts warehouse, known 
as the “AKL” for short. “The AKL is our pride and joy. Around 85 
per cent of our order items are processed via this warehouse”, 
says Benedikt Büren, Head of Service at Liebherr-Logistics 
GmbH. “From here, Liebherr supplies around 122,000 items to 
customers all over the world.”

The service package for the sawmill in Mockfjärd is one of up 
to 2,000 consignments which leave Oberopfingen every day for 
destinations worldwide. “Our aim”, says the logistics specialist 
“is to ensure the maximum possible availability of spare parts.” 
For the customer, this means maximum machine availability and 
the shortest possible downtimes during maintenance and ser-
vice intervals. The service package for Sweden is constantly on 
the move from the moment the order is received: sophisticated 
conveyor technology takes it for commissioning, final checking 
and order-specific labelling and then on to dispatch, where in the 
afternoon it is handed over to the overnight express. In Baden-
Baden, the plane to Jönköping is already waiting.

Sala, a good hour’s drive north of Stockholm in the Swedish 
province of Västmanland, 6:40 am. Björn Lundin is checking 
the order situation on his laptop. Today, the Liebherr service 
engineer has the service for the L 580 LogHandler XPower® in 
Mockfjärd on his schedule. At shortly before half past eight, Lun-
din carries out the maintenance step by step: replaces sealing 
rings and filters – working his way through the service package. 
Once Lundin has closed the bonnet of the Loghandler XPower®, 
he notifies the Liebherr system via his laptop that the service 

chain has been successfully completed. Meanwhile, Lind is al-
ready back at work in his Loghandler XPower®. He is ready for 
the next timber delivery.
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Revolution on the Erzberg
No sooner has “3-2-1: brenna tuat’s!” crackled from the walk-
ie-talkie than the mountain begins to tremble. We are at the  
Erzberg in Styria (Austria), the largest ore deposit in the Alps. Here, 
in the biggest and most modern open-cast mine in Central Eu-
rope, rock is blasted twice a day. A very special truck was added 
to the fleet of VA Erzberg GmbH in August last year: the T 236 from  
Liebherr, a 180-ton powerhouse with 1,200 HP (895 kW) designed 
for a load of up to 100 tons.

Sitting at the wheel is Gerhard Bayer. With his 27 years of experi-
ence, the driver and driving instructor knows the terrain and its de-
mands on vehicles like the back of his hand. Laurent Fricker, service 
engineer from Liebherr, accompanies him constantly. He analyzes 
the day’s vehicle data on his laptop and then sends it to France 
per data line where the Development Department of Liebherr- 

Mining Equipment Colmar SAS is eagerly awaiting its arrival. When-
ever Fricker installs new software from Colmar, the handling chang-
es. “The T 236 is a world first. Never before has a truck in this ve-
hicle class been powered by a diesel-electric drive,” says Fricker. 
“Now the concept must prove its worth in everyday mining opera-
tions under extreme climatic conditions.”

“Our goal was to develop a vehicle meeting the needs of custom-
ers as far as possible,” Dr. Burkhard Richthammer, Managing Di-
rector Design & Engineering at Liebherr-Mining Equipment Colmar, 
recalls. The advantages of the new diesel-electric drive built should 
sound good to the ears of the users in particular. Constant power 
transmission to the rear axle – and that in all driving conditions, less 
wear and tear, longer lifetime, longer maintenance intervals and thus 
cheaper maintenance costs, and better total cost of ownership. 
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The purpose of the year-long test in practical service on the Erzberg 
is now final fine tuning of the vehicle before it goes into series pro-
duction in 2019. “That is best live engineering in cooperation with 
our customers. This always results in further new perspectives,”  
Dr. Richthammer sums up. In the field operation trials at the Erz-
berg mine the T 236 impressed with its high starting torque and 
good continuous power transmission. Bayer enjoys his role as test 
driver: “Together we work with the developers in Colmar on mak-
ing the T 236 a little bit better step by step.” 

The truck has thus shown itself to be impervious to driving 
speed in varying gradients and payloads. “We are already think-
ing with Liebherr about how we can develop electrification of 
the drives further,” says Josef Pappenreiter, technical director 
of VA Erzberg GmbH. “The effort is worth its while. The perfor-
mance of the vehicles increases, the energy and maintenance 
costs drop, and the environment is protected. That’s what I call 
win-win in the best sense.”

Discover more:
www.liebherr.com/erzberg
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